Design Awesome Surveys
Automate appraisals, satisfaction surveys, marketing
campaign, feedback forms, etc.
your-company-name

.odoo.com

Try now!

No credit card required. Instant Access. Open Source.

50,000+ companies use Odoo to grow their business.
Join 2,000,000 users and take your business to the next level.

! Start Your Free Trial (/page/start?app=survey)

Make Online Survey Forms
Fast and reliable
Open source; online, no loss of information

Analyse without delay
Real time results and charts

Centralise everything
Direct insight for your sales

Simple and intuitive
User-friendly interface

1. Design and test your survey

2. Share and collect data

You need just a few clicks to make online
surveys. Simple and clear; no need to make it
complicated. With our intuitive interface, you can
directly edit what you see with one click.

With Odoo's built-in sharing system, you can
communicate your surveys easily. No delays and
wasted time, you can ensure immediate sending
in just a few clicks.

3. Immediately benefit from the
results

With Odoo, all your results will be automatically
synchronized with your database. No separation
between your data mining and your company;
you can be sure that your sales force will benefits
from this.

Create Neat And Professional Design

Odoo's unique "edit inline" and building blocks approach
makes survey creation surprisingly easy. You can drag and
drop content online, edit any text that you see, following your
needs.

Did you find a small error in a questionnaire? Do you want to
add a new answer or change the text? Just click and change it's that simple.
Modify the design, edit questions, add more text and change
the pictures in real time without using any external and
complex interface

Share Marketing Surveys Without Delays
Thanks to our built-in sharing system, gathering information is not time
consuming anymore. Since your database is directly accessible from the
survey tool, you can share your polls really fast and immediately get
responses. You can react to your marketing needs and provide studies
anytime.
With Odoo Survey app, you don’t lose time on the process and you can
focus on the quality and quantity analysis.

Centralize Your Data And Make It More Valuable

Odoo provides a smooth synchronisation of your database. All information
provided from the surveys is automatically assigned to the matching entry in
your fully integrated database.
The results will be saved and always reachable for the moment when you
need it. No more lost data! Run your statistics, measure response rates and
extract the analysis without delay.

" Easy to create and edit
# Fully integrated with other apps
$ Unlimited survey and forms

% Merged database
& Open source
' The Odoo experience

Try it and understand it in less than 1 minute.

Why waste time on import/export and matching? Automate it!

Use it everywhere in our CRM

Strong community and strong security

No limit, gather all informations possible

Because you deserve a smooth service at the best price

2 million users run their business with Odoo
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(http://twitter.com/FaizanN/status/567293179406213121)
(https://twitter.com/FaizanN)
#Odoo (http://twitter.com/search?q=Odoo) / #OpenERP
(http://twitter.com/search?q=OpenERP) is pretty awesome with a lot of
features for modern financial system.. My search is over to find a good ERP
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Anne
(http://twitter.com/Qurat_ul_anne/status/552408354786926592)
@Qurat_ul_anne

(https://twitter.com/Qurat_ul_anne)
@Odoo (http://twitter.com/Odoo) - incredible software. Each app is beautifully
developed and designed!! #opensource (http://twitter.com/search?
q=opensource) #odoo (http://twitter.com/search?q=odoo)
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Bustíos
(http://twitter.com/CesarBustios/status/530186649955598337)
B. @CesarBustios

(https://twitter.com/CesarBustios)
I'm in a journey implementing #Odoo (http://twitter.com/search?q=Odoo) in
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Clementi @Frederic_C2C

(https://twitter.com/Frederic_C2C)
@Odoo (http://twitter.com/Odoo) I wish to thank y

and how quick you responded http://t.co/CgsBm
(http://t.co/CgsBmTyMZp)
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Grand-Guillaume
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(https://twitter.com/jgrandguillaume)
Hard testing and usage of the new #WMS (http://twitter.com/search?

my company! Learning on the way, creating new modules, updarimg some

q=WMS) in #Odoo (http://twitter.com/search?q=Odoo) today for the design

other. It's awesome \o/

of transport mgmt module. @Odoo (http://twitter.com/Odoo) congrats it's
working soo well !

Fully Integrated with Odoo Apps
Get hundreds of open source apps for free

(/page/lead-automation)

Lead Automation
Design campaigns, refine segmentation,
automate actions and track performance.

(/page/website-builder)

(/page/blog-engine)

Website Builder
Get an awesome enterprise website. Fully
customizable and SEO friendly.

(/page/mailing)

Blogs

Mailing

Attract more leads with a winning content
marketing strategy.

Design efficient emails campaigns Send,
convert and track your success.
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